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Achieving radical and sustainable improvement in top line performance

Words with Kappa Friends:
Is your team ready to win the game in 2013?
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As every sales management leadership team looks
to kick start their sales engine in the new year, we
often find that sales team members still do not have
a fundamental grasp of the basics. The overall
strategy remains in a state of confusion. For
example: Are we still selling the same products to
the same customers with the same price schedule?

Contact KappaEast

KappaEast Sales Engine

How about our value proposition? Is it more of the
same jargon or can we look forward to ideas that are
more compelling for our clients? Is everyone
competent in the terminology, methodology and tools
used to execute and manage the business of
selling? Have we identified the critical skills,
competencies and knowledge that are required to
make the strategy and sales process happen? And
finally the big question is: What will it take to
consistently and predictably make quota every
quarter?
Stop Guessing and Run Quota Maker to Find
Out!
Quota Maker is the ultimate sales productivity tool
and is targeted at the second layer of the sales
engine namely, sales process. Quota Maker is
designed to get your engine producing increased
results by focusing on the "levers" that govern sales
engine performance.
How It Works:

Our New Mobile App
for iPhone and Android

Quota Maker is simple to use and can be applied to
any annualized quota, for any product or service for
analysis by sales rep, district, region or total
company. Quota Maker only requires 4 simple
inputs:
1.
2.
3.
4.

"Life is like riding a bicycle,
to keep your balance you
must keep moving."
...Albert Einstein

"You can't do the same thing
everyday and expect a
different result."
...Anonymous

The annualized quota ($)
The average deal size($)
The sales cycle (# of months) and
The hit rate (%)

The outputs are the dimensions of your optimal
sales engine indicating where to focus your efforts to
get your actuals to match Quota Maker and increase
sales engine productivity.

Run Quota Maker to kick start your sales engine to
win the game in 2013!
If you have any questions or comments, please don't
hesitate to reach out to us at 973-720-0020 or
kappainfo@kappaeast.com.
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